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ABSTRACT 

Some algebraic properties of the sharp points of the joint numerical 

range of a matrix polynomials are the main subject of this paper. We also 

consider isolated points of the joint numerical range of matrix polynomials. 
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 اتمصفوفمعاملتها  حدود اتددمتعلالمدى العددي المشترك 
 أحمد صابر

جامعة صالح الدين ، كلية العلوم  
 11/6/2008القبول: اريخ ت                             26/11/2007تاريخ االستالم: 

 الملخص
د معاملتها و المشترك لمتعددات حد ديبعض الخواص الجبرية لنقاط حادة للمدى العد 

 وفات هى المادة األساسية لهذا البحث.كذلك درسنا حالة كون النقطة الحادة نقطة شاذة معزولة. مصف
 ، النقاط الحادة. مصفوفة حدودة ، متعددالعددي المشترك مدىال الكلمات المفتاحية:

 
1- Introduction:  

Let AMn be the algebra of nn complex matrices. The classical 

numerical range of A is the set of a complex numbers W(A)={x*Ax: 

xCn,x*x=1} where Cn vector space (over C) of complex n-vectors [6]. 

There has been many generalizations and applications of the classical 

numerical range, see, for example[6]. In the following,                               

we consider a generalization of the classical numerical range.            

Suppose 01
1

1 AA...AA)(p m
m

m
m ++++= −

−  is a matrix polynomial,           

where A0,A1,A2,…,AmMn and   is a complex variable.                     

Define the joint numerical range of )(p  as 

}xx:Cx:)xAx,...,xAx,xAx{())(p(JNR *n
m

*** 110 ==  [9]. 

This generalized joint numerical range has been discussed by [9]. On the 

other hand The joint numerical range of matrix polynomials, being a 

continuous image of the unit sphere, is compact and connected but not 

necessarily convex; see Binding and  Li [3]. Its convex hull is denoted by co 

))}(p(JNR{   and it plays an important role in the study of damped vibration 
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systems, with a finite number of degree of freedom [7] and it is useful in 

various theoretical and applied subjects (see[1,2,3,4 and 5]) and their 

references. The aim of this paper is to give some algebraic properties of the 

sharp points of the joint numerical range of matrix polynomials, we also 

consider an isolated point of the joint numerical range of )(p   .The rest of 

this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we present definitions and 

some basic results which will be used in this paper. In section 3, we prove 

that if 0  is a sharp point of the joint numerical range of the linear pencil 

mmm BA,...,BA,BA −−− 222111  then zero is a sharp point of 

).BA,...,BA,BA(JNR momoo −−− 2211 and if 0  is an isolated point of 

))(p(JNR  , then 00 = )(p  .  

2- Preliminaries: 

 In this section, we present some definitions and basic results on joint 

numerical ranges of matrix polynomials. 

Definition 2.1 [8] 

 A point ))(p(NR 0 is called a sharp point of ))(p(NR  if for a 

connected component sw  of ))(p(NR   there exists a disk centered at 0 and 

with radius r )r,(S 0 , r>0 and angles  20 2121 withand  such 

that   

)},r,(S))(p(wze:zmax{Re)eRe( s
ii

00 = −  

],[ 21allfor  . 

Definition 2.2 [6] 

 A matrix nMA  is said to be unitary if IAA* = , if in addition 

)R(MA n  then A is said to be real orthogonal. 

Theorem 2.3[6] 

 If  nMA   the following are equivalent.  

a) A is unitary. 

b) A is non singular and 1−= AA* . 

c) IAA =* . 

d) *A  Is unitary. 

Proposition 2.4 [6] 

 Suppose that 01
1

1 CC...CC)t,(Q )t(
m

)t(m
m

)t(m ++++= −
−  is a 

polynomial matrix in   where the coefficient )t(jC  depend continuously on 

the parameter  toeveryforCandt )t(m 00  then m roots j(t); 

j=1,2,…,m of the equation Q(,t)=0 are continuous functions in t[0,). 
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Definition 2.5 [6] 

 An n-by-n Hermitiat matrix A is said to be positive definite if 

.CxzerononallforAxx n* − 0   

Definition 2.6 [6] 

     A matrix BMn is said to be positive semi-definite if x*Bx  0 for 

all xCn 

Definition 2.7 [6] 

    The matrix adjoint A* of AMn(C) is define by A*=A-T where A- is 

the component-wise conjugate, and AT is the transpose of A. 

Definition 2.8 [6] 

  The matrix AMn(C) is said to be Hermition if A=A* ,it is skew-

Hermition if A=-A*  and for any AMn(C) can be written A=(A+A*)/2 

+(A-A*)/2=H(A)+S(A) where   H(A) =(A+A*)/2 the Hermition part of A, 

and S(A)=(A-A*)/2 is the skew-Hermition  part of A. 

Definition 2.9 [6] 

    Let 0p  be an element of anon-empty set A, we say that 0p  is an 

isolated point of A if    }p{A)p(Nthatsuch)p(N rr 000 =  

3- Properties of Sharp points 

In the following, we will restrict ourselves to the definition of sharp 

points. The next theorem gives a connection of these points with respect to 

the origin as a joint numerical range of matrix polynomials. 

Theorem 3.1 

 Suppose that ox  is a unit vector such that xAx,...,xAx n
*
o

*
o == 00 1  

belongs to the joint numerical range of nn MA,...A,A 21  if xAx,...,xAx n
**

1  

have non-negative real parts for all x of the neighborhood 

−=
2o

n
o xx:cx{),x(S } then *

nn
* AA,...,AA ++ 11  are positive semi-

definite. 

Proof: 

Let n,...,,  21 be the eigenvalues of each of the Hermitian matrices 
*
nn

* AA,...,AA ++ 11 . We see that n
*
n

*
nn

**** Dyyx)AA(x,...,Dyyx)AA(x =+=+ 1111   

xuy),,...,,(diagDwhere *
n == 21  and u is a unitary matrix. For 

(*)0
22

1121 =++=== nno
*
o

T
no

*
o y...yDyyhavewe]y,...,y,y[xuy ,         

since, 0≥0≥- 12222
)xAxRe(,...,)xAxRe(and,xxxxuyy n

**
oo

*
o =−=−   

),ε,x(S∈xallfor o  there exists a neighborhood )ε,y(S o  such that 

).,y(SyanyforDyy o
* ∈0≥  Now in (*) assume that  0k  consider the 
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vector T
nkko ]y...y...y[eyy +=+= 1  where C such that 0  and 

kk yy + .Then for a vector y  of the neighborhood ),y(S o   we have 

0
22222

11 ++=+++++= )yy(y...y...yDyy kkknnkk
*   

which is contradiction. Therefore 0k  for k=1,2,…n and .0D  Hence 

the matrices *
nn

* AA,...,AA ++ 11  are positive semi-definite. 

Theorem 3.2 

Suppose ox  is a unit vector such that xAx,...,xAx n
*
o

*
o == 00 1  belongs to 

the joint numerical range of nn MA,...A,A 21  .If 001 == xAx,...,xAx n
**  for all 

),x(Sx o ∈  then .A...AA n 021 ====   

Proof:  

For the matrices nA,...,A,A 21  we consider the Hermitian matrices, 

H(A1)=
2

1
(A1+A2*),H(A2)= 

2

1
(A2+A2*),…,H(An)=

2

1
(An+An*)  and  

S(A1)= 
2

1
(A1*-A1),S(A2)= 

2

1
(A2*-A2),…,S(An)= 

2

1
(An*-An) then from the 

hypotheses that andxAx,...,xAx on
*
oo

*
o 001 == 001 == xAx,...,xAx n

**  for any 

),x(Sx o ∈ it is clear that andx)A(Hx,...,x)A(Hx on
*
oo

*
o 001 ==  

001 == x)A(Hx,...,x)A(Hx n
**  for each ),( oxsx  and also 

andx)A(Sx,...,x)A(Sx on
*
oo

*
o 001 ==  001 == x)A(Sx,...,x)A(Sx n

**  for each 

),x(Sx o ∈  thus by Theorem (3.1) we have and)A(H),...,A(H),A(H n21  

)A(S),...,A(S),A(S n21 are both positive semi-definite and negative semi-

definit and this implies that ,)A(S)A(H,...,)A(S)A(H nn 0011 ==== then 

0111 =+= )A(iS)A(HA ,…, 0=+= )A(iS)A(HA nnn . 

Theorem 3.3 

Let nn MA,...A,A 21 and ox be a unit vector such that 

002010 ==== xAx...xAxxAx n
***  belongs to the joint numerical range of 

nA,...,A,A 21 , then zero is a sharp point of joint numerical range of 

A1,A2,…,An if and only if there exists 

...,)xAxarg(,)xAxarg(thatsuchand, **
22121121 ≤≤≤≤0   

 1221 -≤≤ with)xAxarg( n
*    for all ),x(Sx o ∈ . 

Proof: 

 Suppose there exists  >0, 1  and 2  such that 211 )*arg(   xAx , 

221  )xA*xarg( ,…, 21  )xA*xarg( n . If 11
2

−


=w  and 22
2

3
−


=w  
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then 0<w2-w1< ,and for the matrices −+ 11 AeAe iwiw , −+ 22 AeAe iwiw , 

…, −− n
iw

n
iw AeAe  

We have 0110 x)AeAe(x iwiw* −+ =0, 0220 x)AeAe(x iwiw* −+ =0, …, 

00 x)AeAe(x n
iw

n
iw* −+ =0 , and Re( 0

2

1
111 +=
− x)AeAe(x)xAex iwiwiw , 

Re( 0
2

1
222 +=
− x)AeAe(x)xAex iwiwiw ,…, 

Re( = )xAex n
iw 0

2

1
+

− x)AeAe(x n
iw

n
iw , 

for any  ]w,w[w 21  and for all x ),x(S  0 .Therefore by theorem (3.1) the 

matrices −+ 11 AeAe iwiw , −+ 22 AeAe iwiw ,…, −+ n
iw

n
iw AeAe  are  

non-negative semi definite and max{ 0111 ==+
− }x:x)AeAe(x iwiw , 

max{ 0122 ==+
− }x:x)AeAe(x iwiw ,…, max{ 01 ==+

− }x:x)AeAe(x n
iw

n
iw , 

for any ],[ 21 www  thus max{Rez: z 021 = })A,...,A,A(JNRe n
iw ,this means 

that the origin is a sharp point of the joint numerical range of A1,A2,…,An. 

Conversely, assume  that zero is a sharp point of the joint numerical range 

of A1,A2,…,An, then by the definition of sharp point there exists w1 and w2 

belongs to [0,2], such that for each w belongs to [w1,w2], 

max{Rez: z 021 = }))A,...,A,A(e(JNR n
iw , where 11

2
−


=w  and 22

2

3
−


=w , 

so this implies that max{ 0111 ==+
− }x:x)AeAe(x iwiw , …, 

max{ 01 ==+
− }x:x)AeAe(x n

iw
n

iw ,because x)AeAe(x iwiw − + 11 = 

Re( )xAex iw
1

 ,…, x)AeAe(x n
iw

n
iw − + =Re( )xAex n

iw , we obtain that 

)xA*xarg( 1 , )xA*xarg( 2 ,…, )arg( * xAx n  belongs to [ 21  , ] where 

.)w()w( −


−−


=− 1212
22

3
 

Theorem 3.4 

Let o  be a sharp point of the joint numerical range of the linear 

pencil mmm BA,...,BA,BA −−− 222111 .Then zero is a sharp point of 

).BA,...,BA,BA(JNR momoo −−− 2211  

 Proof: 

 By the equality =+++ )B)(A,...,B)(A,B)(A(JNR mommoo --- 222111  

ommm )BA,...,BA,BA(JNR  ---- 222111 , since o is a sharp point of 

)BA,...,BA,BA(JNR mmm --- 222111  . This implies that zero is a sharp point 
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of ))BA(A),...,BA(A),BA(A(JNR mommmoo −+−+−+ 22221111 , thus there 

exists a vector ox  such that 0011 == omom
*
ooo

*
o x)BA(x,...,x)BA(x and 

0≠0≠11 mom
*
oo

*
o kxAx,...,kxAx ==  . It is not possible to have 

=−==−==− omom
*
oo

*
ooo

*
oo

*
ooo

*
o x)BA(x,...,xAxx)BA(x,xAxx)BA(x 00 222111  

0=om
*
o xAx because )BAA,...,BAA,BAA(JNR mommmoo −+−+−+ 22221111

nC= . Since zero is a sharp point of ,BAA,BAA(JNR oo 22221111 -- ++  

)BAA..., mommm -+ , there exists 0,...,, 21 mrrr  such that for any complex 

number  

]Bx,xAx,xA)r,(S
xAx

x)BA(x
*

o
*

x 110111

1

11 [∩0∈
--

1
−+


=  

]Bx,xAx,xA[)r,(S
xAx

x)BA(x
*

o
*

x 220222

2

22 -∩0∈
--

2
+


= . 

. 

. 

. 

]Bx,xAx,xA[)r,(S
xAx

x)BA(x
mmmm

m
*

mom
*

xm
−+


= 0m∩0∈

--
. 

We have            2

1

11
1 

−−
 )

xAx

x)BA(x
arg(

*

o
*

 

                          . 

                          . 

                          . 

                        21 
−−

 )
xAx

x)BA(x
arg(

m
*

mom
*

 

with each − 12 .Moreover, by the continuity of the functions 

xAx)x(F,...,xAx)x(F,xAx)x(F m
*

m
** === 1212111 and ,x)BA(x)x(F o

*
1121 −=  

x)BA(x)x(F,... mom
*

m −=2  for any 0  there exists a neighborhood ),x(S o   

such that for any ),x(Sx o   ),k(S),...,,k(StobelongxAx,...,xAx,xAx mm
*** 121  

respectively and 
mxxx ,...,, 

21
belong to S1(0,r1),S2(0,r2),…,Sm(0,rm) 

respectively.   

thus by  equation arg(x*A1x)+arg(
1x )=arg(x*(A1 0 -B1)x), arg(x*A2x)+ 

arg(
2x )=arg(x*(A2 0 -B2)x),…,arg(x*Amx)+arg(

mxγ )=arg(x*(Am 0λ -Bm)x), 

we have that each of ))(arg(),...,)(arg( *

11

* xBAxxBAx momo −−   belongs to 

the ],[ 21  for any ),x(Sx o  and for suitable − 1221 with, . And 
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then by Theorem (3.3) it is clear that zero is a sharp point of the 
).BA,...,BA,BA(JNR momoo −−− 2211  

Degenerate cases of sharp points are the isolated points, and we have 

the following statement: 

Theorem 3.5  

 Let 01
1

1 AA...AA)(p m
m

m
m ++++= −

−  be an nxn matrix 

polynomial such that zero does not belong to the joint numerical range  

)A(JNR m  of the leading coefficient matrix. If o   is an isolated point of the 

joint numerical range 0= )(pthen))(p(JNR oo . 

Proof: 

 Assume 0=o  then there exists a unit vector  such that 

m,...,,,j,x,xA j 2100 == . This means that 00 = x,xA , now if 

00 = y,yA for any unit vector y then the matrix   oA  satisfies 0=oA . We 

assume that there exists a unit vector y with  m,...,,,j;y,yA j 2100 =  i.e. 

0 y,yAo . We consider a polynomial  

),ysinx(cosA...)ysinx(cos),ysinx(cosA)t,(Q ttmtttt
m 2212222

 +++++=

++  )ysinx(cos tt
22

++  )ysinx(cos),ysinx(cosA tttt
o 2222

.This  satisfies 

0)sin(cos),sin(cos
2222

++ yxyxA tttt
m

 , because zero does not 

belong to the joint numerical range of the leading coefficient mA . Now it is 

sufficient to prove that there exists a sequence ( nt )  for which nt tends to 

zero as n tends to infinity and 0= )t,(Q nn ,at first we fix 0<t<1 the 

condition   00
2222

=++=  )ysinx(cos),ysinx(cosA)t,(Q tttt
o , is equal to 

0
22

=++  y)tan(x,y)tan(x(A tt
o  on the other hand we consider the function 

ssyx),syx(Ao =++ , where we have 0 y,yAo  by the choice of the unit 

vector y. 0+ x,yAy,xA oo  then we have 0++ syx),syx(Ao   

for sufficiently small s>0 and if  0+ x,yAy,xA oo  then we have 

02 =++ x,yAssyx),syx(A oo .Thus we conclude that 00 )t,(Q  for a 

sufficiently small t>0 so that  0
22

++  y)tan(x,y)tan(x(A tt
o . Hence the 

equation Q(,t)=0 in  has m roots by the fundamental theorem of algebra. 

The roots of the algebraic equation depends continuously on the coefficient, 

hence P(0)= A0=0 
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